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LEGAL PROCEEDINGS JOINED BY THE ASSOCIATION
SOLEIL LA VIE®
versus
MOBILE TELEPHONY / 4G and 5G
A REMAKE OF DAVID VERSUS GOLIATH?
Citizen and legal actions against 5G are multiplying in France and in many other countries.
Today we present you the legal action between the association Soleil la vie and French Mobile
Operators. Soleil la vie is leading a very important action in the sense that it would put a thorn in
the side not only of the operators but also of the institutions.
The initial action was triggered last spring by Mr. Côme Girschig, who brought together 500 people
to claim an expertise on 5G before the deployment of 5G in court. His collective is called "Le
Collectif des 500".
Soleil la vie has offered to work voluntarily on this project with its international experts to enrich the
dossier on what it considers essential: the defense of life and the irrefutable proof that the
radiofrequencies and microwaves used by 5G are dangerous and create proven damage. Yet his
work has not been taken into account.
Soleil la vie then integrated the procedure in progress by doing what is called a "voluntary
intervention". Thus, it is represented by its own lawyers and is writing its own conclusions in this
case.
The next hearing will take place at the Tribunal Judiciaire de Paris on Wednesday,
December 16, 2020 at 9:30 a.m. at 1, Parvis du Tribunal de Paris, 75017 Paris.
Metro Porte de Clichy - The hearing is open to the public.
The Soleil la vie association is composed solely of volunteers who are also the first donors for this
action; an anonymized report of donations and invoices is regularly presented on the site:
https://www.soleillavie.org/actionencours.
The Soleil la vie association is also at the origin of a "Letter to Mayors" which has been widely
circulated in France this summer and has inspired our Italian and German neighbors. If you were
aware of it, you certainly judged its relevance (cf. P.J.).
We invite you to visit the association's website for more information and to follow the progress of
the procedure.
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